LEARNING BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

Commitment
Knowing every child is unique increases our commitment to providing the best supplemental resources and educational alternatives for your family’s individual needs. Our goal is to provide you and your child with confidence and joy on your journey!

Building Community
Nurturing family and building community are ideals Christianbook strives for. We offer an extensive choice of products—at amazing prices—that will grow students’ understanding and create a love-to-learn environment where they unplug and engage the world with wisdom.

We All Play a Part
Calling all parents, grandparents, caregivers, and educators. We’ll help you provide a resource-rich environment that will supercharge your kids’ learning and help them thrive—every day of their lives!

Build their knowledge and watch their confidence grow!

FREE Shipping
On orders of $50 or more*

Use the promo code DISCOVER24 at checkout and you’ll receive FREE Standard Shipping.

Terms and Conditions: Valid through June 30, 2024. For continental U.S. addresses only. Not redeemable for cash. Cannot be used on orders already placed or on backorders and cannot be combined with any other offer.

*Aplies to merchandise total only.

GOD, I NEED TO TALK TO YOU SERIES—24 BOOKS
Susan K. Leigh & Dan Carr
MG223998 Retail $47.76 $39.99

MY FIRST GARDENING SET
MG026704 $34.99

NUMBERBLOCKS MEMORY MATCH GAME
MG0115280 $9.99

NEW!
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SHAKESPEARE’S TALES RETOLD FOR CHILDREN, 16 BOOKS
Sam Newman
MG815247 Retail $39.99 $28.99

Winnie the Horse Gentler Barn Boxed Set, 8 Volumes
Dandi Daley Mackall
MG434197 Retail $45.99 $37.49

THE BERENSTAIN BEARS VALUES AND VIRTUES TREASURY
Jan & Mike Berenstain
MG734956 Retail $19.99 $13.99

LAVA LABS Color-Ruption Experiment
MG9236992 Retail $19.99 $17.99

The Action Bible
Illustrated by Sergio Cariello
MG777443 Retail $32.99 $20.99

LEGO® Creator® Flowers in Watering Can 3-In-1
MG6470625 $29.95

1-800-CHRISTIAN (1-800-247-4784)
ADVENTURES IN NATURE

CLASSIC WHAM-O FRISBEE
Retro flying disc—perfect for uproarious outside play! The durable plastic, deep rim, and textured edge make game play effortless. Ages 5+
MG040009 Retail $13.99 $12.99

LED LIGHT-UP NIGHTBALLS
Play on land or in water—day or night—with these waterproof LED sports balls that glow in motion! Ages 5+
MG9128018 Soccer Ball, green . . . $22.99
MG9127967 Football, green . . . . $17.99
MG912801 Football, blue . . . . . $17.99
MG12757X Basketball, orange . . . $17.49
MG9128629 Volleyball, teal . . . . $19.99

SIGHTS & SOUNDS TOY CAMERA PLAYSET: ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Pretend-photograph animals in the Rockies! Camera plays animal and nature sounds. Requires two AA batteries (not included). Ages 3+
MG309059 Retail $29.99 $26.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

PRETTY PETALS MAGNIFIER
Spark their curiosity about nature with this brightly colored magnifying glass in a pretty flower design! Made of sturdy plastic with shatterproof lens, it measures 5¼” x 10½” x 1¼”. Ages 4+
MG060929 $7.99

OBSTACLE COURSE IN A BOX
Build your own gym class with kid-friendly fitness challenges! Features 27 double-sided foam tiles, jump rope, and more. Ages 7+
MG005052 $24.99
Get them movin’!
MG232949 Rainbow Tin-Handle Jump Rope . . . . $6.99
1-800-CHRISTIAN (1-800-247-4784) | 5

SHOP MORE NATURE BOOKS & RESOURCES

1000 HOURS OUTSIDE
Ginny Yurich
MG063622 Retail $21.99 $15.99

THE HANDS-ON RANCH BOOK
Mary Heffernan
MG742919 Retail $16.99 $12.49

NATURE ANATOMY
Julia Rothman with John Niekrasz
MG2122311 Retail $18.99 $13.99

LET’S EXPLORE—TERRARIUM OBSERVATIONS PLAYSET
To a child, every critter is a miracle! Plastic terrarium holds water or dirt. Magnifier, pretend insects, and tools included. Ages 4+
MG308276 $22.99

NEW!
LEGO® ICONS® BOTANICAL TINY PLANTS
758 pieces. Ages 18+
MG6465042 $49.95

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

SIGHTS & SOUNDS HIKING GEAR PLAYSET: GRAND CANYON
Grab your pretend-play hiking belt and binoculars and take an imagination-filled national park adventure! Two AA batteries required (not included). Ages 3+
MG309066 $34.99

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

EXPLORING CREATION WITH EARTH SCIENCE STUDENT TEXT
Rachael Yunis
Take a galactic adventure! Discover the science of land formation, study climate, investigate life cycles, and examine God’s role in creation.
MG506726 Retail $49.00 $39.20

Related resources:
Retail $34.00 $27.20 each
MG506735 Notebooking Journal
MG506740 Junior Notebooking Journal

SHOP our full selection of outdoor play at Christianbook.com!
FULL ARMOR OF GOD PLAYSET, NEW EDITION
Gear up for spiritual success! Includes plastic helmet of salvation, breastplate of righteousness, shield of faith, and more. Ages 3+
MG504047 Retail $34.99 $29.99

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

LEGO® TECHNIC® HEAVY-DUTY BULLDOZER
195 pieces. Ages 7+
MG6463109 $12.99 $9.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

CHRISTIANBOOK EXCLUSIVE!

FISHER-PRICE® LITTLE PEOPLE NOAH’S ARK PLAYSET
A boatload of fun as little ones relive the flood with Noah, animals, and the ark! Ages 1+
MG385481 Retail $54.99 $47.99

LEARN TO SEW KIT
Fancy yourself a seamstress? This tailor-made sewing kit is just for YOU! Contains 34 pages of instruction, thread, pins, needles, felt, fabric, elastic, buttons, and measuring tape. Ages 7+
MG006358 Retail $19.99 $17.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

MISS WEATHER COLORFORMS SET
Welcome back, Miss Weather! This retro playset has colorful re-stickable décor and outfits for hours of imaginative fun. Ages 3+
MG024239 Retail $14.99 $13.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

HEY CLAY—ANIMALS MODELING KIT
Jump-start your young artist’s creativity! Includes 15 cans of non-toxic clay, sculpting tools, and a free instruction app. Ages 3+
MG4273848 $19.95
More in the series:
MG273657 Eco Cars . . . . . . . . . . . $14.99
MG273605 Ocean Creatures . . . . . . $9.95
MG274246 Dinosaurs . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.95
MG273309 Forest Animals . . . . . . . . $19.95
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to the four products above.)

Always a pleasure shopping with you guys!
LEGO® CREATORS® FLATBED TRUCK WITH HELICOPTER 3-IN-1
270 pieces. Ages 7+
MG6465046 $19.95
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

LEGO® RACECARS
Build 10 LEGO® racecars—then see which one’s fastest! Includes 124 LEGO® elements, track, and instruction book. Ages 7+
MG802062 Retail $29.99 $26.99

NEW!

LEGO® TECHNIC®
MACK LR ELECTRIC GARbage TRUCK
503 pieces. Ages 8+
MG6470639 $32.95

More in the series:
MG6470641 John Deere 9700 Forage Harvester $39.95
MG6470637 NEOM McLaren Extreme E Team Racecar $26.95
MG6465070 Off-Road Race Buggy $19.95
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to all four products above.)

LEGO® CREATORS®
RETRO CAMERA 3-IN-1
261 pieces. Ages 8+
MG6470621 $19.95
More from LEGO® Creator®:
MG6470623X Retro Roller Skate 3-in-1 . . . $29.95
MG6470627 Wild Safari Animals 3-in-1 . . $64.95
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to all three products above.)

NEW!

LEGO® FRIENDS®
HEARTLAKE CITY HOSPITAL AMBULANCE
344 pieces. Ages 6+
MG6470683 $34.95
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

CALCULATOR CASH REGISTER
Cha-ching! Play “store” and learn about cash, counting, and more! Solar-powered register includes pretend money and activity guide. Ages 3+
MG7352629 Retail $43.99 $38.99
Or choose this fun color:
MG826296 Pink . . . . . . $43.99 $38.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to both products above.)

NEW!

BARBER SHOP PLAYSET
Creative kids are cut out for the fun they’ll have with this adjustable beard and accompanying barber shop essentials. Ages 3+
MG318106 Retail $37.99 $34.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
YOUR PASSPORT TO
SPACE EXPLORATION

SOLAR SYSTEM PLANETARIUM MODEL
Launch your kids on a learning adventure when they build their own glow-in-the-dark solar system! Includes snap-together plastic planets, stand with rotating arms, paint, wall chart, and instructions. Ages 8+
MG304273 Retail $16.99  $15.99

LEGO® TECHNIC®
PLANET EARTH AND MOON IN ORBIT
526 pieces. Ages 10+
MG6470661 $74.95
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

THE THAMES & KOSMOS PLANETARIUM PROJECTOR
Turn your bedroom into a planetarium! Two-in-one projector features a rotating star map dome and space-related images, including extragalactic phenomena. Ages 8+
MG017932 Retail $34.95  $31.39
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

LEGO® CITY®
MODULAR SPACE STATION
1097 pieces. Ages 7+
MG6470830 $109.95
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

LEGO® CREATOR®
SPACE ASTRONAUT 3-IN-1
647 pieces. Ages 9+
MG6465048 $54.95
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
GOD’S LITTLE ASTRONOMER
Tina Cho
Blast off with young stargazers and marvel at God’s wonders—from the sun and moon to constellations and comets! Ages 3+
MG579411 Retail $12.99 $9.99

EXPLORING CREATION WITH ASTRONOMY, SECOND EDITION
Jeannie Fulbright
Marvel at God's handiwork with your elementary-age astronomers! Explore constellations, black holes, dwarf planets, and more!
MG133436 Retail $49.00 $39.20
Also available:
MG133435 Notebooking Journal 34.00 $27.20

LEGO® FRIENDS® STARGAZING CAMPING VEHICLE
364 pieces. Ages 7+
MG6470669 $29.95 $22.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

SOLAR SYSTEM PLANETARIUM
Create a mini solar system at home that rotates and is powered by the sun. Ages 8+
MG264595 Retail $21.99 $17.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

NEW!

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

GEOSAFARI COMPASS BINOCULARS
Explore the outside world up close! Includes a built-in compass and attached neck strap for easy maneuvering.
MG345274 Retail $14.99 $13.99
More learning with GeoSafari Jr.:
MG751127 My First Microscope . . . $24.99 $22.99
MG051295 My First Telescope . . . $39.99 $23.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
(Applies to all three items above.)
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NEW!
CONNECT TO THE
POWER OF STEM

SIMPLE MACHINES
How do machines make tasks easier? Power up your physics knowledge with 26 fun-filled model-building exercises. Ages 8+
MG014145 Retail $29.99 $26.89

TRAINBOTS: 2-IN-1 STEAM-MAKER KIT
All aboard! Build two retro-futuristic steam-breathing robots. Requires four AAA batteries (not included). 116 pieces. Ages 8+
MG017842 Retail $39.95 $35.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

GRAVITY BUGS MICROBOT KIT
Challenge your STEM students to build this gravity-defying robotic bug—and learn about gears, suction cups, electric circuits, and air pressure. 15 pieces. Requires AAA battery (not included). Ages 8+
MG015655 Retail $24.95 $22.49

WINDBOTS: 6-IN-1 WIND-POWERED MACHINE KIT
Breathe life into learning! Create a tricycle, quadruped, yacht, and more with this 6-in-1 set. Ages 8+
MG159095 Retail $32.95 $29.60

SPACE ROVER DELUXE CODING ACTIVITY SET
Out-of-this-world fun! Code your lunar rover through customizable mazes to reach the astronaut, use activity cards to solve coding challenges, or explore open-ended play and simple push-button coding. Ages 4+
MG031146 Retail $69.99 $62.99
Also available:
MG031157 Space Rover Coding Activity Set $44.99 $40.49
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to both products above.)
STEM EXPLORERS MACHINE MAKERS
Get into gear! Kids will design and construct machines with gears, pulleys, and belt drives. 60 pieces. Ages 5+
MG094626 Retail $24.99 $22.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

ROCKS, GEMS & GEODES
Junior geologists learn the properties of rocks and how to grow crystal geodes. Includes step-by-step instructions. Ages 8+
MG575723 Retail $24.99 $22.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

SOLARBOTS: 8-IN-1 SOLAR ROBOT KIT
Walk! Roll! Stomp and jump! Assemble eight energetic sun-powered robots and watch them go! Ages 6+
MG015261 Retail $26.95 $23.99

NEW! LASER MAZE GAME
Do lasers bounce? Find out by facing mind-bending mazes using mirrors, beam-splitters, and brainpower! Ages 8+
MG6764310 $35.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

NEWTON’S APPLE: TIGHTROPE-WALKING GYROBOT
Newton would’ve loved this apple—a gyrobot that defies gravity! 74 pieces. Requires two AAA batteries (not included). Ages 8+
MG017948 Retail $29.95 $26.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

STEM products definitely broaden the mind.
HYDRAULIC BOXING BOTS
Get ready to rumble! Learn about hydraulic systems while building four genius experiments. 327 pieces. Ages 10+
MG018285 Retail $49.95 $44.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

SPRINGBOTS: 3-IN-1
SPRING-POWERED MACHINES
Build a motorized robot, racecar, and countdown timer, then watch them perform—without batteries or electricity! Ages 6+
MG015692 Retail $29.95 $26.99

STEM EXPLORERS
MAGNET MOVERS
Curious kids will be attracted to these fun magnetic experiments that encourage early physics skills! Ages 5+
MG092953 Retail $18.99 $17.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

TIN CAN ROBOT
Make a new friend—from a recycled aluminum can—with this fun and fascinating kit! Ages 8+
MG783653 Retail $18.99 $17.99
Also available:
MG125423 Salt-Powered Robot . . $16.99 $15.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to both items above.)

STEM EXPLORERS BRIDGE BUILDERS
Bridge the gap between play and learning while your little ones enjoy discovering the building blocks of engineering! 77 pieces. Ages 5+
MG094619 Retail $19.99 $17.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
ZIVKO THE ROBOT
Not your average robot! Program the adorable Zivko to “think” intelligently—and prepare to be amazed. Ages 10+
MG012750 Retail $54.99 $49.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

LEGO® GEAR BOTS
Bring fun creatures to life with axles, cams, and cranks in this physics-driven STEM kit! Includes 64-page book and instructions. Ages 8+
MG60345X Retail $24.99 $22.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

SOLAR RACECAR
Harness energy from the sun, then watch your 22-piece racecar with adjustable solar panel go whizzing away! Ages 8+
MG016927 Retail $15.95 $14.29
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

PYXEL: A CODER’S BEST FRIEND
Code your pet to do tricks and more! Start with Blocky language and level up to Python coding. Ages 8+
MG2011305 Retail $129.99 $124.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

STEM EXPLORERS PIXEL ART CHALLENGE
While they’re creating retro-cool artwork, your kids will also be building STEM skills—including math and analog coding! Ages 5+
MG094633 Retail $16.99 $14.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Easy to order, plenty of choices!!

SHOP MORE STEM ONLINE
SAXON MATH 6/5 HOMESCHOOL KIT
Progress from multiplication tables to geometry—and beyond! Incrementally introducing new material while reviewing previous lessons, Saxon’s tried-and-true method is the “secret sauce” for success. Includes textbook, tests/worksheets, and solutions. Grades 5 and 6.
MG993486 Retail $191.55 $147.99
Also available individually:
MG793184 Student Text $100.25 $73.59
MG793222 Tests and Worksheets $47.65 $34.99
MG793265 Solutions Manual $61.85 $45.39

MATH-U-SEE GEOMETRY
UNIVERSAL SET
Jump into geometry—from points and planes to quadrilaterals! Teens explore angles, the Pythagorean theorem, radicals, parallel and perpendicular lines, basic trigonometric functions, measurements, and more. Prerequisite: Algebra 1.
MG504516 Retail $120.00
Also available separately:
MG59008 Workbook One $38.75
MG59028 Workbook Two $38.75

MATH LESSONS FOR A LIVING EDUCATION, LEVEL 3
Angela O’Dell & Kyrsten Carlson
Send your third grader on an exploration of Peru with Charlie and Charlotte! They’ll use math concepts including column addition and subtraction, multiplication, division, and Roman numerals to solve everyday problems. Ages 7+
MG519257 Retail $44.99 $39.19
Also available:
MG442267 Practice Sheets & Quizzes, Level 3 $24.99 $21.59

HORIZONS MATH, GRADE 5
No more hours of boring repetition! This motivating, interactive math course features a spiral learning style, fun activities, eye-catching illustrations, and 160 lessons. Includes two student workbooks and teacher’s guide with answer key.
MG59008 Retail $120.00
Also available separately:
MG59018 Workbook One $38.75
MG59028 Workbook Two $38.75

GRADE 4 ARITHMETIC HOMESCHOOL CHILD KIT
Instill appreciation of God’s invention of math through real-life application! Covers multiplication, division, estimation, simple geometry, and more. Includes colorful daily worksheets and a test book with quizzes, tests, and speed drills.
MG511507 Retail $40.65 $38.65
Also available:
MG513704 Parent Kit $182.45 $173.35

MATH-U-SEE GEOMETRY
UNIVERSAL SET
Jump into geometry—from points and planes to quadrilaterals! Teens explore angles, the Pythagorean theorem, radicals, parallel and perpendicular lines, basic trigonometric functions, measurements, and more. Prerequisite: Algebra 1.
MG504516 $112.00
Also available:
MG541121 Extra Student Pack $48.00

MATHLINK CUBES BRAIN PUZZLE CHALLENGE
Boost critical-thinking and math skills with over 40 build-it-yourself games and puzzles! Includes activity cards, cubes, and tray. Ages 5+
MG093367 Retail $19.99 $17.99
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Also available:
MG47986 MathLink Cubes, set of 100 $13.99 $11.89

BUILD MATH SKILLS YOU CAN COUNT ON
NUMBERBLOCKS PLAYHOUSE
Discover the magic behind numbers! Join Numberblock Three “secret agents” in practicing counting, sequencing, and more at mission headquarters. Ages 3+
MG0115334 Retail $39.99 $36.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

NUMBERBLOCKS FRIENDS ONE TO FIVE
Count on the core cast of Numberblocks to help little ones discover and explore digits! Plastic with posable arms. Ages 3+
MG0118892 Retail $19.99 $17.99
Also available:
MG0118908 Numberblocks Friends Six to Ten $24.99 $22.99
MG0115341 Numberblocks Mini Vehicles . . . . $24.99 $22.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to all three items above.)

NUMBERBLOCKS RACE TO PATTERN PALACE! BOARD GAME
Build pattern and color recognition, counting, and fine motor skills with this fun-to-play game! Ages 3+
MG0115297 Retail $19.99 $18.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

FINANCIAL PEACE KIDS: TEACHING KIDS HOW TO WIN WITH MONEY
Dave Ramsey
Raise money-smart kids in a debt-crazed world! Combining 10-minute lessons with fun activities, Ramsey teaches healthy working, spending, saving, and giving habits. Audiobook included. Ages 3+
MG2121947 Retail $49.99 $36.99
Also available:
MG2121930 Smart Saver Bank  . . . . . . . . $19.99 $16.99

MATH SLAM
Quick-solving, button-slamming, record-smashing fun—the speedier your gamers get, the brainier they’ll be! Requires three AA batteries (not included). Ages 5+
MG084320 Retail $34.99 $32.99
Also of interest:
MG084330 Multiplication Slam  . . . . . . . . $49.99 $44.99
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to both items above.)

DINO MATH TRACKS: A PLACE VALUE MATH GAME
Prehistoric pals help kids master ones-, tens-, hundreds-, and thousands-places—but beware of other dangerous dinos! Ages 6+
MG7350712 Retail $24.99 $22.49
Another great learning game:
△ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to both items above.)
PLAY, PRETEND, READ & LEARN

GAME OF THE STATES
Race your friends across the country in delivery trucks— and discover fun facts about America! Ages 8+

MG012064 Retail $21.99 $19.79
More geography games:
MG2587237 Great States ................. $29.99
MG007015 Race Across the U.S.A. . . $19.99 $17.99
⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to three items above.)

NATIONAL PARK FOUNDATION
U.S.A. PARK MAP
FLOOR PUZZLE
Send little ones to our national parks on a journey of discovery! 45 colorful pieces. 3’ x 2’: Ages 3+

MG309143 Retail $16.99 $15.99
More jigsaw puzzles in the series:
MG2501415 Grand Canyon (24 pieces) $9.99
MG2501408 Yellowstone (24 pieces) . . . $9.99
⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to all three items above.)

NATIONAL PARK FOUNDATION
YELLOWSTONE GRIZZLY BEAR PLAYSET

MG309099 Retail $37.99 $34.99
⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARKS ACTIVITY BOOK
Becky Radtke
These fun word searches, mazes, puzzles, crosswords, and secret codes will unleash your little explorer—and teach fascinating facts! Ages 6+

MG848590 Retail $5.99 $4.99

MONOPOLY, NATIONAL PARKS SPECIAL EDITION
Special-edition game featuring 60 beautiful sites! Collect custom tokens, match animals to parks, and more! 2 to 6 players. Ages 8+

MG15357X Retail $44.99 $40.99
Also of interest:
MG148673 National Parks Get Wild Game . . . $21.99 $17.99
⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
MG15386X Scrabble, National Parks Special Edition . . . $34.99 $27.99
EXPLORING CREATION WITH MATHEMATICS, LEVEL 1—STUDENT TEXT

*Kathryn Gomes*

Each exciting, colorfully designed lesson teaches math/science connections—with hands-on activities putting knowledge into practice! Features “Seeing our Creator” devotions showing how math is part of God’s orderly design.

**MG506313** Retail $58.00 **$46.40**

Also available:

**MG506412** Answer Key ...........$23.00 **$18.40**

FINANCIAL LITERACY LESSONS & ACTIVITIES, GRADE 1

That piggy bank won’t fill itself! Time to learn about earning allowance, paying for pizza, and budgeting for “big-ticket” treats! Kid-friendly stories and cut-out pretend money will captivate fun-loving first graders.

**MG160849** Retail $21.99 **$14.79**

More in the series:

**MG160850** Grade 2 ...............$21.99 **$14.79**
**MG160851** Grade 3 ...............$21.99 **$14.79**
**MG160852** Grade 4 ...............$21.99 **$14.69**
**MG160853** Grade 5 ...............$21.99 **$14.69**
**MG160855** Grades 6 to 8 ......$21.99 **$14.69**

Buy the entire series:

**MG930796** Buy all eight and SAVE! ..............$115.99

THE FALLACY DETECTIVE: THIRTY-EIGHT LESSONS ON HOW TO RECOGNIZE BAD REASONING, 2015 EDITION

*Nathaniel Bluedorn & Hans Bluedorn*

Be a super sleuth with these engaging case studies, cool cartoons, and challenging exercises! Learn to identify red herrings, generalizations, faulty assumptions, propaganda, and other common errors in everyday thinking. Ages 12+

**MG531533** Retail $32.00 **$26.69**

RUNNING TO WIN: THE STORY OF ERIC LIDDELL

*Ellen Caughey*

Be a real winner! In this easy-reading, novelized biography, learn about Liddell’s life, ministry, and daring witness for Christ that will inspire faithfulness to run “the race that is set before us.”

**MG525273** Retail $9.99 **$3.99**

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL, SECOND EDITION—CURRICULUM KIT

*Charlene Notgrass*

Take your middle schoolers on a cross-country trip from the year 1000 to the last decade, emphasizing America’s leaders, landmarks, achievements, and God-given resources. Includes two softcover textbooks, timeline book, maps, and more.

**MG991396** $125.00

DRAW, WRITE, NOW:

THE UNITED STATES, FROM SEA TO SEA, MOVING FORWARD

*Marie Hablitzel & Kim Stitzer*

With 21 drawing lessons, your 4- to 9-year-olds will create art based on themes from U.S. history—railroads, flags, waterways, and more.

**MG30753** Retail $19.99 **$15.49**

More in the series:

**MG30710** On the Farm, Kids & Critters, Storybook Characters
**MG30728** Christopher Columbus, Autumn Harvest, The Weather
**MG30737** Native Americans, North America, The Pilgrims
**MG30745** The Polar Regions, The Arctic, The Antarctic

Buy the entire series:

**MG930796** Buy all eight and SAVE! ..............$149.99

TIME TRAVEL ADVENTURES WITH EXCEPTIONAL AMERICANS, 4 VOLUMES

*Rush Limbaugh & Kathryn Adams Limbaugh*

Unputdownable patriotic page-turners! Let time-traveling teacher Rush and his talking horse, Liberty, sweep your 10- to 13-year-olds into the past.

**MG789883** Retail $84.00 **$57.99**

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL, SECOND EDITION—CURRICULUM KIT

*Charlene Notgrass*

Take your middle schoolers on a cross-country trip from the year 1000 to the last decade, emphasizing America’s leaders, landmarks, achievements, and God-given resources. Includes two softcover textbooks, timeline book, maps, and more.

**MG991396** $125.00

SHOP MORE HOMESCHOOL PRODUCTS ONLINE

[Scan QR Code]
UNDERSTAND THE FUTURE WITH LESSONS OF THE PAST

THE STORY OF THE WORLD, 4 VOLUMES
Susan Wise Bauer
Tour through the ages with this merging of American and world history, recounting the whole story—chronologically!
MG612997 Retail $83.80 $52.99

AMERICA’S STORY
Angela O’Dell
Witness American history unfold! This Charlotte Mason-style elementary curriculum helps children connect with our nation’s past through oral and written narration, notebooking, and hands-on crafts.

Student books:
Retail $42.99 $34.39 each
MG519790 Volume 1
MG519810 Volume 2
MG519837 Volume 3

Teacher’s guides:
Retail $32.99 $26.39 each
MG519806 Volume 1
MG519823 Volume 2
MG519844 Volume 3

TEN BOYS, 5 BOOKS
Irene Howat
Want your tweens to make a difference? Introduce them to 50 boys who’ve changed the world! Ages 8+
MG503185 Retail $39.99 $28.99
Also available:

CREATION TO THE RESURRECTION, VOLUME 1—THIRD EDITION
Linda Lacour Hobar
What was happening in ancient times while biblical events were taking place? These fascinating stories help integrate history!
MG627298 Retail $99.95 $76.89
More in the series:
MG627467 Volume 2 . . . $99.95 $76.89
MG627084 Volume 3 . . . $99.95 $76.89
MG664004 Volume 4 . . . $99.95 $76.89

BEAUTIFUL FEET BIOGRAPHIES
Ingri & Edgar Parin d’Aulaire
Move beyond dry facts and dates to vividly capture the life, times, and personalities of prominent American figures! Ages 4+
Retail $14.81 $17.95 each
MG38031 George Washington
MG38032 Abraham Lincoln
MG38033 Columbus
MG38034 Buffalo Bill
MG38035 Pocahontas
MG38036 Benjamin Franklin
MG38037 Of Courage Undaunted: Across the Continent with Lewis & Clark
MG852410 George Washington’s World
MG78306 The Magna Charta
MG78307 Poor Richard . . . . . . $17.95 $14.81

SHOP MORE HISTORY ONLINE

SHOP MORE HISTORY ONLINE
ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS & THE BIBLE—ESSENTIALS PACK
Diana Waring
Explore events, civilizations, and personalities from creation to Christ! Waring’s one-year curriculum features dynamic illustrations and includes teacher’s guide, student manual, test pack, What in the World? CD, rubrics, and QuickStart Guide.
MG22377 $89.97

EXPLORING WORLD HISTORY, UPDATED EDITION—
CURRICULUM KIT
Ray Notgrass with Charlene Notgrass & John Notgrass
Literature and Scripture take you all the way back to creation on this “hands-on” historical journey! High schoolers study the Middle East, Latin America, Africa, and Asia; participate in projects; and more.
MG990640 $125.00
Also available:
MG999964 Student Review/Quiz and Exam Pack, 3 Volumes: Revised Edition . . . $20.00

EXPLORING GOVERNMENT—
CURRICULUM PACK, 2023 EDITION
Ray Notgrass
Explore how the U.S. government runs! Notgrass’s one-semester course helps high school students understand the Constitution; federal, state, and local governments; issues currently facing our nation, and more.
MG991739 $70.00
Also available separately:
MG991784 Textbook .............. $50.00
Additional helps:
MG991763 Student Review Book . . . $7.00
MG991746 Guide for Parents and Answer Key .............. $4.00

BJU PRESS HERITAGE STUDIES, GRADE 6
Sixth graders can become historians! Using a “Creation, Fall, and Redemption” lens, they’ll study ancient Africa, Asia, Europe, and the Americas. Kit includes teacher/student texts, activity manual, tests, and answer keys.
MG615098 $169.70

TRAILBLAZERS BOXED SETS
Introduce your 8- to 14-year-olds to Christian heroes! Each set’s five short biographies cover faith giants from John Bunyan to Billy Graham.
Retail $39.99 $27.99 each
MG7105232 American Trailblazers
MG916390 Arts and Science
MG916380 Heroes and Heroines
MG916371 Reformers and Activists
MG916353 Missionaries and Medics
MG916346 Evangelists and Pioneers

OUR AMERICA—ABEKA GRADE 2
HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY READER, FIFTH EDITION
Whisk your second graders back to America’s early days; explore patriotic songs and holidays; and celebrate those who went before us—from Pilgrims and Native Americans to inventors, athletes, and immigrants!
MG542462 $23.55
SUMMER READING LISTS

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

THE DOOR IN THE WALL
Marguerite de Angeli
MG0227793 Retail $7.99 $6.29

AMOS FORTUNE, FREE MAN
Elizabeth Yates
MG0341584 Retail $7.99 $5.89

THE WINGED WATCHMAN
Hilda van Stockum
MG37078 Retail $14.95 $10.94

WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS
Wilson Rawls
MG412671 Retail $8.99 $7.29

CLASSIC STARTS: THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
Mark Twain & Martin Woodside
MG950936 Retail $9.99 $6.69

CLASSIC STARTS: GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Charles Dickens & Deanna McFadden
MG953524 Retail $9.99 $6.69

MIDDLE SCHOOL

THE BRONZE BOW
Elizabeth George Speare
MG137195 Retail $9.99 $7.94

CARRY ON, MR. BOWDITCH
Jean Lee Latham
MG350743 Retail $9.99 $7.99

A LANTERN IN HER HAND
Bess Streeter Aldrich
MG384286 Retail $8.99 $7.29

THE WITCH OF BLACKBIRD POND
Elizabeth George Speare
MG416397 Retail $9.99 $7.99

JOHNNY TREMAIN
Esther Forbes
MG614328 Retail $8.99 $7.19

THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
Mark Twain
MG321103 Retail $8.99 $6.29

THE BRONZE BOW
Elizabeth George Speare
MG0227793 Retail $7.99 $6.29

WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS
Wilson Rawls
MG412671 Retail $8.99 $7.29

CLASSIC STARTS: THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
Mark Twain & Martin Woodside
MG950936 Retail $9.99 $6.69

CLASSIC STARTS: GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Charles Dickens & Deanna McFadden
MG953524 Retail $9.99 $6.69

THE WITCH OF BLACKBIRD POND
Elizabeth George Speare
MG416397 Retail $9.99 $7.99

JOHNNY TREMAIN
Esther Forbes
MG614328 Retail $8.99 $7.19
THE SMUGGLER'S SON SERIES
VOLUMES 1–3
Paul Hutchens
Sugar Creek, Indiana—a town that's anything but dull! When your tweens join Bill and the gang, they're in for page-turning exploits.
MG69949 Retail $28.99 $21.49

THE BOXCAR CHILDREN MYSTERIES
VOLUMES 1–4: BOXED SET
Gertrude Chandler Warner
Follow four brave and resourceful siblings who, while searching for a home, discover a life of mystery and adventure! Ages 7+
MG508542 Retail $31.96 $23.49
CHRISTIAN HEROES: THEN & NOW SERIES
Janet & Geoff Benge
You, too, can do great things for God! Introduce your children to Amy Carmichael, Eric Liddell, and other outstanding role models.
Retail $59.95 $43.99 each
MG582086 Books 1-5 (Aylward, Carmichael, Saint, Taylor, Ten Boom)
MG582108 Books 6-10 (Carey, Elliot, Liddell, Müller, Slessor)
MG582116 Books 11-15 (Goforth, Greene, Judson, Livingstone, Townsend)
MG583066 Books 16-20 (Bingham, Booth, Moon, Scudder, Williams)
MG583406 Books 21-25 (Cunningham, Grenfell, Singh, Trasher, Young)

THE SPACE TRilogy, 3 VOLUMES IN 1
C.S. Lewis
Lewis’s classic trio of fantasy tales in one convenient volume! Follow Dr. Ransom’s out-of-this-world battles against evil.
MG664829 Retail $44.00 $12.99

THE HIDING PLACE, YOUNG READER’S EDITION
Corrie ten Boom with Elizabeth & John Sherrill
Now your 9- to 12-year-olds can enjoy this powerfully illustrated story of a young girl who helped Jews escape Nazis.
MG796272 Retail $13.99 $10.99

LITTLE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS, ILLUSTRATED EDITION
Helen L. Taylor
A classic delightfully retold—with characters reimagined as winsome woodland animals! Witness Pilgrim’s trials and triumphs through fresh eyes. Lavishly illustrated.
MG420539 Retail $34.99 $23.99
Companion product:
MG433315 NEW! Coloring & Activity Book $5.49

GRANDMA’S ATTIC TREASURY, 4 VOLUMES
Arleta Richardson
Grandma’s stories will have your tweens reflecting on forgiveness, trust, and God’s faithfulness—once they stop laughing!
MG406697 Retail $26.99 $19.99

THE CHOSEN: GRAPHIC NOVEL, SEASON 1
Let world-class artists draw you toward the Hero of God’s story with The Chosen graphic novel! Ages 12+
MG786824 Retail $24.99 $17.49
Another graphic novel:

BABY EINSTEIN SERIES
Tickle your little one’s ears with classical tunes orchestrated specifically for babies and toddlers! Perfect for playtime, bedtime, or anytime!
MG9999476 Mimi’s Day (Nature) . . . $9.95 $3.99
Retail $13.95 $5.99 each
MG9999530 My First Book of Letters (Language)
MG9999531 First Words (Language)
MG9999532 My First Book of Shapes (Numbers & Shapes)
Retail $9.95 $3.99 each
MG9999500 I Hear Harmony
MG9999507 I Can Do It (Nature)
MG9999504 Mealtime Music
MG9999478 Seeing Shapes (Numbers and Shapes)
MG9999475 Who Lives Here (Animals)

LITTLE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS, ILLUSTRATED EDITION
Helen L. Taylor
A classic delightfully retold—with characters reimagined as winsome woodland animals! Witness Pilgrim’s trials and triumphs through fresh eyes. Lavishly illustrated.
MG420539 Retail $34.99 $23.99
Companion product:
MG433315 NEW! Coloring & Activity Book $5.49

THE CHOSEN: GRAPHIC NOVEL, SEASON 1
Let world-class artists draw you toward the Hero of God’s story with The Chosen graphic novel! Ages 12+
MG786824 Retail $24.99 $17.49
Another graphic novel:

GRANDMA’S ATTIC TREASURY, 4 VOLUMES
Arleta Richardson
Grandma’s stories will have your tweens reflecting on forgiveness, trust, and God’s faithfulness—once they stop laughing!
MG406697 Retail $26.99 $19.99

THE CHOSEN: GRAPHIC NOVEL, SEASON 1
Let world-class artists draw you toward the Hero of God’s story with The Chosen graphic novel! Ages 12+
MG786824 Retail $24.99 $17.49
Another graphic novel:

THE SPACE TRilogy, 3 VOLUMES IN 1
C.S. Lewis
Lewis’s classic trio of fantasy tales in one convenient volume! Follow Dr. Ransom’s out-of-this-world battles against evil.
MG664829 Retail $44.00 $12.99

THE CHOSEN: GRAPHIC NOVEL, SEASON 1
Let world-class artists draw you toward the Hero of God’s story with The Chosen graphic novel! Ages 12+
MG786824 Retail $24.99 $17.49
Another graphic novel:

THE CHOSEN: GRAPHIC NOVEL, SEASON 1
Let world-class artists draw you toward the Hero of God’s story with The Chosen graphic novel! Ages 12+
MG786824 Retail $24.99 $17.49
Another graphic novel:
LEARNING BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

ZINGO! GAME
Put a little “z” in bingo! Slide the zinger to make matches and fill your card. 2 to 6 players. Ages 4+
MG077001 $23.99
Also available:
MG764702 Zingo! Sight Words Boost Pack 1 $11.99
MG764713 Zingo! Sight Words Boost Pack 2 $11.99
⚠️ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to all three items above.)

EXPLODE THE CODE, BOOK 3
Treat your eager-to-learn 6- to 8-year-olds to a multisensory program of phonics instruction! They’ll start with engaging decoding and writing activities. Before you know it, they’ll be reading words, phrases, sentences, and stories!
MG878034 Retail $12.89 $7.24
Also available:
MG878163 Teacher’s Guide—Books 3 & 4 $14.59 $11.29

ADVENTURES IN PHONICS SERIES
Florence Lindstrom
Conquer the building blocks of reading—and improve pronunciation and comprehension! These illustrated workbooks use logical sequence, consistent drills, and repetition.
Retail $16.75 $11.59 each
MG796312 Level A, Third Edition (Kindergarten)
MG796336 Level B, Second Edition (Grade 1)
MG928820 Level C, Second Edition (Grade 2)
Teacher’s guides available at Christianbook.com!

WORDLY WISE 3000 SERIES, BOOK 2
Students will master grade-level vocabulary and improve reading comprehension with 15 lessons featuring definitions, reading passages, review games, and more! Includes 12-month access to Quizlet. May reference an evolutionary worldview.
MG877059 Retail $17.29 $13.39
Also available:
MG877159 Teacher’s Guide . . . $96.19 $75.59
MG877427 Tests . . . . . . . . . $18.99 $14.69
MG877274 Answer Key . . . . . $9.49 $7.24

NEW!
QUIDDLER: THE SHORT WORD GAME
Rookies and master wordsmiths alike enjoy this fast-paced challenge—because everyday terms can win! Ages 8+
MG738003 Retail $12.99 $11.99

SOCIAL SKILLS ACTIVITIES FOR KIDS
Natasha Daniels
Have fun developing people skills! Navigate social situations and scenarios—like bullying and social media—through games, exercises, and more. Ages 6+
MG522968 Retail $15.99 $11.99

SOCIAL SKILLS ACTIVITIES FOR KIDS
Natasha Daniels
Have fun developing people skills! Navigate social situations and scenarios—like bullying and social media—through games, exercises, and more. Ages 6+
MG522968 Retail $15.99 $11.99
IT COULDN’T JUST HAPPEN: KNOWING THE TRUTH ABOUT GOD’S AWESOME CREATION
Lawrence O. Richards
Fielding tough questions about creation and evolution? Find answers using this dynamic Bible-based almanac! Ages 7+
MG317141 Retail $16.99 $11.99

THE ANSWERS BOOKS FOR KIDS, 8 VOLUMES
Ken Ham & Others
Curious kids have complex questions about creation—and Ham offers them answers! Ages 6+
MG441337 Retail $59.99 $47.99

DINOSAURS FOR KIDS
Ken Ham
Peek inside a dinosaur egg, discover what they ate, and follow their tracks with Ham! Ages 4+
MG515556 Retail $16.99 $13.99

CREATION: BIBLE INVESTIGATORS
Danika Cooley
Bursting with Bible-based brainteasers and puzzles, this activity book turns tweens into Scripture investigators. Ages 8+
MG989415 Retail $19.99 $12.99

EXPLORING CREATION WITH ZOOLOGY 2 ADVANTAGE SET, SECOND EDITION
Jeannie Fulbright
Dive in and learn about oceanography and marine biology—and the connection to God’s design! One-year spiral-style course. 14 lessons with interactive experiments and hands-on activities. Grades K to 6.
MG506924 Retail $83.00 $66.40
Also available individually:
MG506979 Student Book $49.00 $39.20
MG506987 Notebooking Journal $34.00 $27.20

GENERAL BIOLOGY: NOVARE SCIENCE
Heather Ayala & Katie Rogstad
Gorgeous graphics assist high schoolers in understanding science at the atomic level to the human organ system with a Christian worldview.
MG638449 Retail $121.95 $111.79

CHEMISTRY 101: AN OVERVIEW OF GOD’S CHEMICAL WORLD—DVDS
Wes Olson
Revealing the brilliance of God’s design, Olson’s visually rich 19-segment chemistry introduction will keep your high school students enthralled!
MG785082 Retail $84.95 $63.79
More DVDs in the series:
Retail $84.95 $63.79 each
MG430310 Biology 101: Biology According to the Days of Creation
MG5162817 Physics 101: The Mechanics of God’s Physical World
MG955040 General Science 101: Touring God’s Mansion of Science
HOLY HYGGE: CREATING A PLACE FOR PEOPLE TO GATHER AND THE GOSPEL TO GROW
Jamie Erickson
Erickson unites the popular practice of hygge, which engenders hospitality, relationship, and rest, with the gospel message. Discover how to create a holy lifestyle for welcoming people to faith.
MG427970 Retail $15.99 $11.99

THE WHOLE & HEALTHY FAMILY: HELPING YOUR KIDS THRIVE IN MIND, BODY, AND SPIRIT
Jodi Mockabee
You want your children to thrive—but how does that happen? This research-based, holistic approach to nurturing offers inspiration.
MG0740139 Retail $16.99 $12.99

HONEY FOR A CHILD’S HEART: THE IMAGINATIVE USE OF BOOKS IN FAMILY LIFE, UPDATED AND EXPANDED
Gladys Hunt with Mark Hunt
Craving character-building literature for your kids? This guide explores recommended reads by age group and genre!
MG359333 Retail $19.99 $14.99

GOD’S WORD IN TIME—PLANNERS WITH Scripture
Map out your family’s learning journey with one of these eye-catching, feature-filled, and Scripture-centered planners!
Student editions:
Retail $11.99 $6.99 each
MG246708 Primary, ESV
MG246713 Elementary, ESV
MG246739 Elementary/Middle School, ESV
MG246753 Elementary/Middle School, KJV
MG246768 Secondary, ESV—Large
Student editions in a compact size (5½” x 8½”):
Retail $11.79 $6.99 each
MG246783 Secondary, ESV
MG246806 Secondary, KJV

UNTIL THE STREETLIGHTS COME ON: HOW A RETURN TO PLAY BRIGHTENS OUR PRESENT AND PREPARES KIDS FOR AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE
Ginny Yurich
Fireflies, hide-and-seek, snowball fights, slip-and-slides . . . Remember the joy of unstructured outdoor play? Today’s screen-addicted kids are missing it. Learn why—and how families can restore what’s been lost!
MG903409 Retail $24.99 $17.49

Also of interest:
MG418876 Homeschool Bravely: How to Squash Doubt, Trust God, and Teach Your Child with Confidence, Jamie Erickson ............... $11.99
MG362050 The 4-Hour School Day: How You and Your Kids Can Thrive in the Homeschool Life, Durenda Wilson ............... $18.99 $12.74
MG512872 Teaching from Rest: A Homeschooler’s Guide to Unshakable Peace, Sarah Mackenzie ............................ $15.95 $13.74

HONEY FOR A CHILD’S HEART: THE IMAGINATIVE USE OF BOOKS IN FAMILY LIFE, UPDATED AND EXPANDED
Gladys Hunt with Mark Hunt
Craving character-building literature for your kids? This guide explores recommended reads by age group and genre!
MG359333 Retail $21.99 $16.99

THE READ-ALOUD FAMILY: MAKING MEANINGFUL AND LASTING CONNECTIONS WITH YOUR KIDS
Sarah Mackenzie
Did you know that reading aloud with your children can change your family—and the world? Discover how it develops meaningful bonds, increases academic success, and more. Includes book list.
MG350323 Retail $19.99 $14.99

Also of interest:
MG418876 Homeschool Bravely: How to Squash Doubt, Trust God, and Teach Your Child with Confidence, Jamie Erickson ............... $11.99
MG362050 The 4-Hour School Day: How You and Your Kids Can Thrive in the Homeschool Life, Durenda Wilson ............... $18.99 $12.74
MG512872 Teaching from Rest: A Homeschooler’s Guide to Unshakable Peace, Sarah Mackenzie ............................ $15.95 $13.74

GOD’S WORD IN TIME—PLANNERS WITH Scripture
Map out your family’s learning journey with one of these eye-catching, feature-filled, and Scripture-centered planners!
Student editions:
Retail $11.99 $6.99 each
MG246708 Primary, ESV
MG246713 Elementary, ESV
MG246739 Elementary/Middle School, ESV
MG246753 Elementary/Middle School, KJV
MG246768 Secondary, ESV—Large
Student editions in a compact size (5½” x 8½”):
Retail $11.79 $6.99 each
MG246783 Secondary, ESV
MG246806 Secondary, KJV
A dedicated site offering information, encouragement, and inspiration for your home education adventure.

**NEW! at Christianbook!**

**ALL ABOUT LEARNING**

**ALL ABOUT READING, LEVELS 1–4**
A lifesaver for busy parents! This mastery-based literacy curriculum uses phonological awareness, fluency, vocab, and comprehension principles to create confident learners.

**Materials:**
- Extra student packets:
  - $159.95 each
  - MG920569 Level 1
  - MG920583 Level 2
  - MG920598 Level 3
  - MG920614 Level 4

**All About Spelling Review Box (with divider cards)**
- $17.95
- MG920627

**WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.**

**ALL ABOUT SPELLING SUPPORT MATERIALS**

**ALL ABOUT SPELLING, LEVELS 1–7**
Integrating the Orton-Gillingham approach, this program focuses on auditory, visual, and kinesthetic learning pathways for multisensory learning.

**Materials:**
- Extra student packets:
  - $159.95 each
  - MG920569 Level 1
  - MG920583 Level 2
  - MG920598 Level 3
  - MG920614 Level 4

**All About Spelling Letter Tiles Kit (includes all letter tiles and magnets)**
- $25.95
- MG920556

**WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.**

**Check out the Homeschool Compass Podcast**
wherever you get your podcasts for encouraging interviews with homeschool veterans like Sally Clarkson, Jennifer Pepito, Leslie Martino, and Durenda Wilson!
HOMESCHOOL RESOURCES AND QUICK START KITS

ABEKA GRADE 8 HOMESCHOOL STUDENT KIT, NEW EDITION
Give your teens a solid foundation for high school success! Includes textbooks, assessments, and all other materials an 8th-grader needs for a year of English, pre-algebra, science, and American history.
MG403318 $382.25
Also available:
MG503067 Grade 8, Revised Edition $683.60

CALVERT PUBLICATIONS GRADE 4 FOUR-SUBJECT SET
With self-paced mastery learning that promotes critical thinking skills, this colorful curriculum provides a well-rounded education in the core subjects—history and geography, language arts, math, and science! Includes teacher’s guides.
MG342203 $468.00

CALVERT PUBLICATIONS GRADE 9 FIVE-SUBJECT CORE CURRICULUM, THIRD/FOURTH EDITIONS
This essential kit covers algebra, English, geography, biology, and etymology in a Scripture-based context. Self-paced curriculum includes self-tests, tear-out final tests, activity packs, and more! Twelve softcovers each.
MG423123 Retail $297.40 $282.99

ALPHA OMEGA PUBLICATIONS HORIZONS GRADE K COMPLETE CURRICULUM SET
Begin your child’s learning journey with this colorful and engaging 3-subject set! Includes everything you’ll need to help them build a firm foundation in math, phonics and reading, and health.
MG309374 $375.25

A.C.E. SCHOOL OF TOMORROW GRADE 9 FIVE-SUBJECT CORE CURRICULUM, THIRD/FOURTH EDITIONS
This essential kit covers algebra, English, geography, biology, and etymology in a Scripture-based context. Self-paced curriculum includes self-tests, tear-out final tests, activity packs, and more! Twelve softcovers each.
MG423123 Retail $297.40 $282.99

BJU PRESS GRADE 1 COMPLETE HOMESCHOOL KIT
Skip the hassle of piecing together curriculum! First grade can be a cinch with this academically sound, biblically based kit that bundles math, science, reading, spelling, phonics and English, heritage studies, and handwriting.
MG292524 Retail $1292.80 $969.450
OUR SPECIALISTS CAN HELP!

Taking charge of your child’s education can be a daunting task, but you don’t have to go it alone. Our Customer Service Homeschool Specialists are happy to help! Let these “hands-on” experts share the expertise and insight they’ve gained through educating their children at home and working with the materials from Christianbook. Their combined strengths of teaching experience, product knowledge, and commitment to fellow homeschoolers can assist you in your homeschooling journey.

Specialists: 1-800-788-1221

homeschool@christianbook.com

ALPHA OMEGA PUBLICATIONS LIFEPAC GRADE 3 FIVE-SUBJECT MEGA KIT

Convenient and affordable, this core set covers Bible, history and geography, science, language arts, and math—in step-by-step, self-paced lessons that make learning easy! Includes 10 worktexts and one teacher’s guide for each.

MG520004  $468.00

HOMESCHOOL REVIEWS/HOME SCHOOL, INC.

QUICK START CURRICULUM KITS

Rock-solid Scripture-based content and ready-to-use curriculums for every age level—right out of the box! Kits include materials for all core subjects including Bible, language arts, social studies, science, and math.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Kindergarten</th>
<th>$259.80</th>
<th>$179.49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MG477501</td>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>$262.40</td>
<td>$182.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG477502</td>
<td>Grade 2</td>
<td>$492.10</td>
<td>$330.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG477503</td>
<td>Grade 3</td>
<td>$518.60</td>
<td>$351.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG477504</td>
<td>Grade 4</td>
<td>$556.00</td>
<td>$403.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG477505</td>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>$511.10</td>
<td>$372.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG477506</td>
<td>Grade 6</td>
<td>$550.90</td>
<td>$390.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG477507</td>
<td>Grade 7</td>
<td>$533.55</td>
<td>$394.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG477508</td>
<td>Grade 8</td>
<td>$472.70</td>
<td>$340.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABEKA GRADE 2 HOMESCHOOL CHILD FULL GRADE KIT WITH MANUSCRIPT, NEW EDITION

You’ll be as excited as your second grader when you “unbox” the treasures in this all-inclusive set! Features everything you need to teach reading, phonics, American history, geography, science, and math.

MG313963  Retail $514.35  $462.95

Also available:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Complete Parent Kit</th>
<th>$800.65</th>
<th>$720.60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MG560112</td>
<td>Grade 2 Complete Parent Kit</td>
<td>$800.65</td>
<td>$720.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE PURSUIT OF GOD
A.W. Tozer, edited by James L. Snyder
Do you hunger for a vibrant spiritual life? Join Tozer in his passionate search for God as he offers time-tested insights, powerful reflections, and devotional thoughts from other writers.
MG216244 Retail $9.99 $6.99
Also available:
MG240319 Journal . . . $19.99 $14.49

HABITS OF THE HOUSEHOLD: PRACTICING THE STORY OF GOD IN EVERYDAY FAMILY RHYTHMS
Justin Whitmel Earley
Create meaningful—and peace-ful—family-life moments! Earley shares a proven paradigm for forming routines and daily rhythms.
MG362937 Retail $19.99 $13.99

TEATIME DISCIPLESHIP: SHARING FAITH ONE CUP AT A TIME
Sally Clarkson
Rediscover the joys of gathering to hear stories of God’s life-changing work! Clarkson shares how to use your unique gifts to articulate your faith, support others, and grow spiritually.
MG985424 Retail $32.99 $20.99

REALIZE YOUR INNER STRENGTH & PEACE

MAMA BEAR APOLOGETICS
Edited by Hillary Morgan Ferrer
In our anything-goes society, this mom-to-mom guide equips you to teach your cubs God’s truth!
MG976156 Retail $17.99 $11.99
Also in the series by the editor:

THE BIBLE RECAP: A ONE-YEAR GUIDE TO READING AND UNDERSTANDING THE ENTIRE BIBLE
Tara-Leigh Cobble
Have you ever closed your Bible and thought, “What did I just read?” Cobble is here to walk you through a one-year chronological reading plan, explaining each day’s passage.
MG237034 Retail $29.99 $20.99
Also available:
MG240319 Journal . . . $19.99 $14.49

SAVE $40

NIV RADIANT VIRTUES BIBLE GIFT SET
Pair Scripture and journaling with this combo!
Special Features: Words of Christ in red • 66 illustrated verses • Devotions • Reading plans • Size: Approx. 6½” x 9¼” • 1472 pages, hardcover Bible and spiralbound journal from Zondervan
MG456972 Retail $64.99 $24.99
LIES GIRLS BELIEVE: AND THE TRUTH THAT SETS THEM FREE
Dannah Gresh
A soul-strengthening guidebook! Help your daughter see through the lies to discover who God has made her. Ages 8+
MG414476 Retail $14.99 $10.99
Also of interest:

MORE THAN WORDS, LEVEL 1
Rebecca Spooner
Cultivate Christlikeness with this colorful, interactive workbook. Journaling, drawing, poetry, and more make learning about God fun! Grades K to 3.
MG441626 Retail $46.99 $37.59
Also available:
MG441633 Level 2 (Grades 4 to 6) $46.99 $37.59

BIBLE MEMORY VERSES EVERY KID SHOULD KNOW—COLORING CARDS
Crazy about crayons? Color together—then quiz your kids. You’ll memorize 52 verses in a flash!
MG143487 Retail $9.99 $8.99

SHOP MORE CHARACTER BUILDING PRODUCTS

A GIRL’S GUIDE TO MAKING REALLY GOOD CHOICES
Elizabeth George
Girls are bombarded by conflicting messages about womanhood. George tackles challenging topics to help tweens let God define them.
MG951227 Retail $13.99 $9.49

From Jim George:

More guidance for girls from Elizabeth George:

YOUR BRAVE SONG
Ann Voskamp
Wrap your child in Christ’s secure promises! Follow Una as she gathers comfort from her Savior and replaces life’s uncertainties with a melody of assurance. Ages 4+
MG6446541 Retail $17.99 $12.99

HEAVENLY TREASURES BOARD GAME
Family fun—and character building! Cards with good and bad traits move players forward or backward. Ages 4+
MG001177 $20.99

MORE THAN WORDS, LEVEL 1
Rebecca Spooner
Cultivate Christlikeness with this colorful, interactive workbook. Journaling, drawing, poetry, and more make learning about God fun! Grades K to 3.

YOUR BRAVE SONG
Ann Voskamp
Wrap your child in Christ’s secure promises! Follow Una as she gathers comfort from her Savior and replaces life’s uncertainties with a melody of assurance. Ages 4+

HEAVENLY TREASURES BOARD GAME
Family fun—and character building! Cards with good and bad traits move players forward or backward. Ages 4+

YOU ARE NOT ALONE: A KID’S GUIDE TO FIGHT ANXIOUS THOUGHTS AND BELIEVE WHAT’S TRUE
Jennie Allen
Train your children to overcome toxic input and negativity! Learn to cultivate connections and positive self-talk, identify and choose good stimulus, address anxiety, and capture and change unconstructive thinking. Ages 8+
MG3445440 Retail $13.99 $9.99

LIES GIRLS BELIEVE: AND THE TRUTH THAT SETS THEM FREE
Dannah Gresh
A soul-strengthening guidebook! Help your daughter see through the lies to discover who God has made her. Ages 8+

MORE THAN WORDS, LEVEL 1
Rebecca Spooner
Cultivate Christlikeness with this colorful, interactive workbook. Journaling, drawing, poetry, and more make learning about God fun! Grades K to 3.

BIBLE MEMORY VERSES EVERY KID SHOULD KNOW—COLORING CARDS
Crazy about crayons? Color together—then quiz your kids. You’ll memorize 52 verses in a flash!

SHOP MORE CHARACTER BUILDING PRODUCTS

A GIRL’S GUIDE TO MAKING REALLY GOOD CHOICES
Elizabeth George
Girls are bombarded by conflicting messages about womanhood. George tackles challenging topics to help tweens let God define them.

From Jim George:
A Boy’s Guide to Making Really Good Choices

More guidance for girls from Elizabeth George:
A Young Woman’s Guide to Making Right Choices: Your Life God’s Way
A Girl’s Guide to Studying Her Bible

YOUR BRAVE SONG
Ann Voskamp
Wrap your child in Christ’s secure promises! Follow Una as she gathers comfort from her Savior and replaces life’s uncertainties with a melody of assurance. Ages 4+

HEAVENLY TREASURES BOARD GAME
Family fun—and character building! Cards with good and bad traits move players forward or backward. Ages 4+

YOU ARE NOT ALONE: A KID’S GUIDE TO FIGHT ANXIOUS THOUGHTS AND BELIEVE WHAT’S TRUE
Jennie Allen
Train your children to overcome toxic input and negativity! Learn to cultivate connections and positive self-talk, identify and choose good stimulus, address anxiety, and capture and change unconstructive thinking. Ages 8+

LIES GIRLS BELIEVE: AND THE TRUTH THAT SETS THEM FREE
Dannah Gresh
A soul-strengthening guidebook! Help your daughter see through the lies to discover who God has made her. Ages 8+

MORE THAN WORDS, LEVEL 1
Rebecca Spooner
Cultivate Christlikeness with this colorful, interactive workbook. Journaling, drawing, poetry, and more make learning about God fun! Grades K to 3.

BIBLE MEMORY VERSES EVERY KID SHOULD KNOW—COLORING CARDS
Crazy about crayons? Color together—then quiz your kids. You’ll memorize 52 verses in a flash!

SHOP MORE CHARACTER BUILDING PRODUCTS

A GIRL’S GUIDE TO MAKING REALLY GOOD CHOICES
Elizabeth George
Girls are bombarded by conflicting messages about womanhood. George tackles challenging topics to help tweens let God define them.

From Jim George:
A Boy’s Guide to Making Really Good Choices

More guidance for girls from Elizabeth George:
A Young Woman’s Guide to Making Right Choices: Your Life God’s Way
A Girl’s Guide to Studying Her Bible

YOUR BRAVE SONG
Ann Voskamp
Wrap your child in Christ’s secure promises! Follow Una as she gathers comfort from her Savior and replaces life’s uncertainties with a melody of assurance. Ages 4+

HEAVENLY TREASURES BOARD GAME
Family fun—and character building! Cards with good and bad traits move players forward or backward. Ages 4+

YOU ARE NOT ALONE: A KID’S GUIDE TO FIGHT ANXIOUS THOUGHTS AND BELIEVE WHAT’S TRUE
Jennie Allen
Train your children to overcome toxic input and negativity! Learn to cultivate connections and positive self-talk, identify and choose good stimulus, address anxiety, and capture and change unconstructive thinking. Ages 8+

LIES GIRLS BELIEVE: AND THE TRUTH THAT SETS THEM FREE
Dannah Gresh
A soul-strengthening guidebook! Help your daughter see through the lies to discover who God has made her. Ages 8+

MORE THAN WORDS, LEVEL 1
Rebecca Spooner
Cultivate Christlikeness with this colorful, interactive workbook. Journaling, drawing, poetry, and more make learning about God fun! Grades K to 3.

BIBLE MEMORY VERSES EVERY KID SHOULD KNOW—COLORING CARDS
Crazy about crayons? Color together—then quiz your kids. You’ll memorize 52 verses in a flash!

SHOP MORE CHARACTER BUILDING PRODUCTS

A GIRL’S GUIDE TO MAKING REALLY GOOD CHOICES
Elizabeth George
Girls are bombarded by conflicting messages about womanhood. George tackles challenging topics to help tweens let God define them.

From Jim George:
A Boy’s Guide to Making Really Good Choices

More guidance for girls from Elizabeth George:
A Young Woman’s Guide to Making Right Choices: Your Life God’s Way
A Girl’s Guide to Studying Her Bible

YOUR BRAVE SONG
Ann Voskamp
Wrap your child in Christ’s secure promises! Follow Una as she gathers comfort from her Savior and replaces life’s uncertainties with a melody of assurance. Ages 4+

HEAVENLY TREASURES BOARD GAME
Family fun—and character building! Cards with good and bad traits move players forward or backward. Ages 4+

YOU ARE NOT ALONE: A KID’S GUIDE TO FIGHT ANXIOUS THOUGHTS AND BELIEVE WHAT’S TRUE
Jennie Allen
Train your children to overcome toxic input and negativity! Learn to cultivate connections and positive self-talk, identify and choose good stimulus, address anxiety, and capture and change unconstructive thinking. Ages 8+

LIES GIRLS BELIEVE: AND THE TRUTH THAT SETS THEM FREE
Dannah Gresh
A soul-strengthening guidebook! Help your daughter see through the lies to discover who God has made her. Ages 8+

MORE THAN WORDS, LEVEL 1
Rebecca Spooner
Cultivate Christlikeness with this colorful, interactive workbook. Journaling, drawing, poetry, and more make learning about God fun! Grades K to 3.

BIBLE MEMORY VERSES EVERY KID SHOULD KNOW—COLORING CARDS
Crazy about crayons? Color together—then quiz your kids. You’ll memorize 52 verses in a flash!

SHOP MORE CHARACTER BUILDING PRODUCTS

A GIRL’S GUIDE TO MAKING REALLY GOOD CHOICES
Elizabeth George
Girls are bombarded by conflicting messages about womanhood. George tackles challenging topics to help tweens let God define them.

From Jim George:
A Boy’s Guide to Making Really Good Choices

More guidance for girls from Elizabeth George:
A Young Woman’s Guide to Making Right Choices: Your Life God’s Way
A Girl’s Guide to Studying Her Bible

YOUR BRAVE SONG
Ann Voskamp
Wrap your child in Christ’s secure promises! Follow Una as she gathers comfort from her Savior and replaces life’s uncertainties with a melody of assurance. Ages 4+

HEAVENLY TREASURES BOARD GAME
Family fun—and character building! Cards with good and bad traits move players forward or backward. Ages 4+
**BIBLE TABOO GAME**
If the answer is “Moses,” don’t say “commandments” or “Egypt”—any obvious clue is taboo! Ages 10+
MG007181 $29.95
More oodles of Bible-based fun!
MG087055 Bible Trivia Game $22.99

**THE BIBLE IS FUNNY—CARD GAME**
*Anthony Russo*
Take Bible verses out of original context and pair them with cue cards about everyday situations for hilarious results! Ages 12+
MG579497 Retail $20.00 $14.99

**MY FIRST BIBLE WORDS—FLASH CARDS**
Expand vocabulary and scriptural knowledge! Cards feature definitions, simple sentences, and KJV references. 48 flash cards. Ages 3+
MG3529011 Retail $7.99 $2.49

**RAISING EMOTIONALLY STRONG BOYS: TOOLS YOUR SON CAN BUILD ON FOR LIFE**
*David Thomas*
Tired of meltdowns, blowups, and sullen silences? Find tools for raising resourceful, aware, resilient, emotionally literate, and empathetic sons.
MG239984 Retail $16.99 $12.49
Also of interest by Sissy Goff:

**SHEPHERDING A CHILD’S HEART, REVISED AND UPDATED**
*Tedd Tripp*
Tired of hit-or-miss parenting theories? Tripp helps you define and accomplish your goals with practical—and biblical—guidance!
MG37191 Retail $15.99 $13.29
Related reading:
MG540009 Instructing a Child’s Heart, Tedd & Margy Tripp . . . $15.99 $13.29

**HABITS FOR A SACRED HOME: 9 PRACTICES FROM HISTORY TO ANCHOR AND RESTORE MODERN FAMILIES**
*Jennifer Pepito*
Create a home that nurtures hope! Highlighting the intentional practices of notable Christian women, Pepito helps you foster a family culture, push back chaos, raise godly children, and more.
MG239546 Retail $17.99 $12.99

**NEW!**
**BIBLE TABOO GAME**
If the answer is “Moses,” don’t say “commandments” or “Egypt”—any obvious clue is taboo! Ages 10+
MG007181 $29.95
More oodles of Bible-based fun!
MG087055 Bible Trivia Game $22.99

**GODLIER HABITS FOR A SACRED HOME: 9 PRACTICES FROM HISTORY TO ANCHOR AND RESTORE MODERN FAMILIES**
*Jennifer Pepito*
Create a home that nurtures hope! Highlighting the intentional practices of notable Christian women, Pepito helps you foster a family culture, push back chaos, raise godly children, and more.
MG239546 Retail $17.99 $12.99

**NEW!**
**RAISING EMOTIONALLY STRONG BOYS: TOOLS YOUR SON CAN BUILD ON FOR LIFE**
*David Thomas*
Tired of meltdowns, blowups, and sullen silences? Find tools for raising resourceful, aware, resilient, emotionally literate, and empathetic sons.
MG239984 Retail $16.99 $12.49
Also of interest by Sissy Goff:
THE BIGGEST STORY BIBLE STORYBOOK
Kevin DeYoung
Perfect bedtime reading! Six- to 12-year-olds will delight in the captivating artwork and awe-inspiring tales of God’s marvels—from Genesis to Revelation!
MG557378 Retail $34.99 $21.99

HOW GREAT IS OUR GOD: 100 INDESCRIBABLE DEVOTIONS ABOUT GOD & SCIENCE
Louie Giglio with Tama Fortner
From radioactive bananas to the hibernating desert frog, the wonders of the universe will deepen your children’s appreciation for the Lord’s wild imagination. Ages 6+
MG215528 Retail $17.99 $12.99
Also in the series by the author:
MG230468 The Wonder of Creation . . . . . $18.99 $13.99
MG086101 Indescribable . . $17.99 $12.99

GOD’S BIG PROMISES BIBLE STORYBOOK
Carl Laferton
These vibrantly illustrated Bible stories inspire 2- to 6-year-olds to explore God’s promises and cultivate a lifetime love for his Word!
MG988128 Retail $22.99 $13.99

NEW MORNING MERCIES FOR TEENS: A DAILY GOSPEL DEVOTIONAL
Paul David Tripp
Today’s teens need guidance to get through the complex challenges of life. This devotional helps young adults find freedom and joy within Jesus’ boundaries. Features daily devotionals, one-sentence gospel readings, and more!
MG592362 Retail $19.99 $12.99

THE BIBLE RECAP KIDS’ DEVOTIONAL: 365 REFLECTIONS & ACTIVITIES
Tara-Leigh Cobble
Open your child’s eyes to living the Christian journey with joy! Appealing verses and activities highlight God’s character. Ages 8+
MG4242533 Retail $29.99 $20.99

UNBRIDLED FAITH: DEVOTIONS FOR YOUNG READERS
Cara Whitney
MG217816 Retail $17.99 $13.49

GRACE FOR THE MOMENT: 365 DEVOTIONS FOR KIDS
Max Lucado
MG320340 Retail $16.99 $12.99

PRESS PLAY: A KID’S DEVOTIONAL TO BUILD CONFIDENCE THAT LASTS
Carlos Whittaker
MG701039 Retail $19.99 $3.99

THE VERY BEST, HANDS-ON, KINDA DANGEROUS FAMILY DEVOTIONS—VOLUME 3
Tim Shoemaker
MG74490X Retail $18.99 $13.99

SAVE 80%

OFF RETAIL!

DEVOTIONALS
THE JESUS STORYBOOK BIBLE
*Sally Lloyd-Jones*
Each tale in this delightful book whispers of a baby’s birth—and points to Jesus! Ages 4+
MG708257 Retail $24.99 $12.49
Also available:
MG769304 Coloring Book $9.99 $7.49

NIV ADVENTURE BIBLE, FULL-COLOR EDITION
Jungle-themed designs leap off pages as tweens embark on a Scripture safari! Packed with relatable activities, articles, and more! From Zonderkidz.
MG727484 Softcover $27.99 $19.49
MG727471 Hardcover with dust jacket $34.99 $24.99
MG010944X Hardcover, pink cheetah/gold leaves with magnetic closure $39.99 $27.99
MG727514 Soft leather-look, raspberry/pink $44.99 $31.99

THE COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN’S BIBLE
Transport kids from reading to discovering God’s Word. Accompanied by lavish illustrations, these 300 stories will captivate.
MG962131 Retail $26.99 $17.49
Also available:
MG972510 Bible Atlas $16.99 $11.49

BABY BELIEVER SERIES
*Danielle Hitchen*
Reinforce God’s love using whimsical primers! These boardbooks encourage parents and children to have meaningful conversations about faith. Ages 0+
MG972381 From Eden to Bethlehem: An Animals Primer $12.99 $9.39
MG976960 Holy Week: An Emotions Primer $12.99 $9.39
MG979440 Jesus Heals: An Anatomy Primer $12.99 $9.39
MG985920 The Kingdom of Heaven: A Gardening Primer $12.99 $9.39
MG980640 We Believe: An Alphabet Primer $14.99 $10.49

DO U KNOW? GAME
Weave the Bible into family playtime! Similar to UNO, players also answer questions from Scripture. Ages 3+
MG502559 Retail $7.99 $6.29
**NEW!**

**GRAB THAT MONSTER—FINE-MOTOR ACTIVITY SET**
Build fine-motor skills by picking up mini monsters with grabbers then sorting them into houses! 2-4 players. Ages 3+

- **MG0119479** Retail $24.99 $22.99
  - WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**NEW!**

**ALPHABET SENSORY BUBBLE POPPERS**
Kids love this engaging sensory bubble popper! And you’ll know they’re improving fine-motor and early literacy skills as they play. Ages 3+

- **MG0119783** Retail $19.99 $17.99

**STRESS BALLS**
Smush-able, squeez-able, squish-tastic fun! These durable, non-toxic fidget toys satisfy and soothe—while promoting focus, attention, and centering. Ages 3+

- **MG235651** Color Change Nee Doh ........................................... $3.99
- **MG235395** Cool Cats Nee Doh (assorted colors) ....................... $3.99
- **MG520118** Funky Pup Nee Doh (assorted colors) ....................... $3.99
- **MG236268** Teenie Nee Doh .......................................................... $2.25
  - WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. (Applies to all four items above.)

**THE BEGINNER’S BIBLE**
Scripture stories leap to life with easy-to-read text and bright 3D illustrations on every page!

- **MG750136** Retail $22.99 $12.49
  - SAVE 46%

**INTERACTIVE**

**LEGO® GADGETS**
Build 11 machines with one kit! Ages 8+

- **MG219635** Retail $24.99 $22.99
  - WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**SPIROGRAPH CYCLEX CLIP**
Almost any pen can make cool Spirograph designs—with this clip-anywhere drawing tool! Ages 8+

- **MG010280** $4.99